













Working for Bright Hope, a non government organisation that
helps street kids in East Africa, was a most inspiring experience
for CHERYL WEBSTER. She shares with us some insights of the
people she met and the places she visited in Ethiopia and in the
new Southern Sudan nation.
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y first impressions of Addis are ones
of being slightly shell shocked. There
appear to be no traffic rules and
pedestrians cross the major ring-road around
the city by running across between traffic and
perching on concrete barriers in the middle of
the road! Donkeys carrying loads, sheep and
goats often wander down the roads – they
need sharp eyes and good reflexes!
The level of poverty is distressing – beggars,
people sleeping on the side of the road and
under overpasses, with only a blanket if they are
lucky. Many live in tin shanties beside the road
and there are many, particularly children, selling
items to passersby. The contrast between those
who have and the rest is stark and extreme –
large houses with high walls and gates with a
gate-keeper next door to tin shacks and those
sleeping by the road. I trust I will never get used
to this.
Welcome to the land of the coffee lovers!
I’ve just returned from shopping where 25

grams of instant Nescafe cost 21birr, the Ethiopian currency (approx A$3.50) and 250g of
real coffee cost 9 birr (approximately A$1.50)
– guess which one I purchased! I have been
offered coffee upon visiting a travel agent,
computer place and other offices. A cup of
buna be water –coffee with milk – is only 1.25
birr (approximately 21 cents Australian. I have
to be careful how much I consume if I want
to sleep.
To update you on my travels – I headed
to Barhir Dar, 550kms north-west of Addis, last
Sunday with Andrew Browning (a doctor from
the fistula hospital). We left at 8 am and arrived
at approximately 5.15 pm with less than one
hour for stops. I am constantly impressed by
Andrew’s ability to miss all the donkeys, goats,
sheep, cattle, people and other vehicles on the
road – no mean feat I may assure you. The road
was a good sealed road, one lane in each direction (major highway north) apart from an area
(about 50kms) through a gorge, across the Nile
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(you don’t take photos as there are soldiers
there to confiscate any film taken) and up
and out. The scenery was spectacular.
The countryside was quite dry as the
“short rains” have been slow to come
and the “long rains” don’t come till June/
July and stay till September/October, after
which it apparently is spectacularly green
and lush. We travelled through many
townships of different sizes. The trip back
by air was spectacular – Ethiopia is a very
mountainous country cut by steep gorges
and rivers with people living in the most
unlikely spots.
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The Fistula Centre has been built in
the grounds of the local hospital, which
services 18 million people. The Centre is
new and pleasant and Andrew has done
approximately 50 fistula operations in
the last month (which is very high). The
ward takes 35 patients but often there
are extras so mattresses are placed on the
ground and there are two to a bed. The
day I was there seven women and girls
were being discharged and I took their
photo on the digital camera. There was
much giggling and exclamation as they
looked at the photo of themselves. These
women often face enormous challenges to
get themselves to the centre. One woman
who was operated on a year ago came to

thank Andrew and to let him know that
she was completely healed and very thankthank
ful. She walked for many days to get to the
centre and was still wearing the dress to
go home in – It had many patches and was
obviously all she had.
Saturday, Wodunit (the cook at the
Fistula Centre) arranged for a relative who
is a “hippo caller” to find some hippos for
us. Andrew, Wodunit and I set off with a
car full of various people to see the hippos.
What an amazing day – we walked by
the Nile in the valley, met various people
from the Gojam tribe, saw chat (local
drug) growing, took numerous photos,
were joined by children excited to have
their photos taken, saw a few hippos in
the distance, and walked with the cattle
to the local drinking hole. I watched girls
washing clothes in the river, saw the most
spectacular scenery and ended up at the
family home of Wondit. It was a memorable experience to share this time with this
rural family in their huts made of timber
with mud inside, shelves made from mud
and sticks, dirt floor and few small rooms.
How welcoming, gracious and generous they were. Again photographs were
taken and enjoyed by the subjects who
delighted in seeing themselves and each
other. As Andrew was receiving calls from

the hospital (and prescribing medications
over the mobile phone when we could
receive reception) we blitzed back to the
car in the heat up and down the hills –
all in all we reckon we walked about 10
km. Our hippo caller’s papyrus boat sank
(while he was in it) but he was able to
swim and made it back to shore, joining
us for the trip back to Addis. Certainly
not experiences one would have as a
normal ‘tourist’.
Since then it has been back to work
and on Thursday I went with some of
Bright Hope’s staff and a UNICEF worker
who was monitoring some of their projects
to the workshops. It was good to meet
some of the trainees learning hair-dressing
and garment making skills. We also visited
some of the trainees receiving information
about setting up their own businesses, and
one of the previous trainees who now has
a small book-selling business.
Tuesday this week I was involved in the
final workshop for Bright Hope’s Strategic
Plan and hope to finish it this morning.
There is still so much to do, but I know that
I have been able to be of use here in many
ways. We have power cuts every second
day now which makes it extremely difficult
to get work done on the laptop and for

others to get their work done and to give
me the information I require.
On the last Saturday of the month
there is a Handicrafts market at the International Evangelical Church (known as
the International Bazaar where the local
foreigners come – I even met some who
had travelled from 50 km away) where
NGOs and organisation working with
street kids, prostitutes, people living with
HIV and disabilities sell the products of
their work. It is a great way to be able to
support those with needs in the community in a positive way – but it is so tempting! Retail therapy in a big way! I went
today with a Canadian lady staying at
the guesthouse – she took me the Ethiopian way, catching the local mini-buses (I
don’t think I’m feeling confident enough
yet to do so on my own).
I continue to be well looked after
and I am enjoying my time with Bright
Hope. Hode, the main person I work
with, thinks very similarly to me on many
issues relating to work so we are learning from each other and enjoying it.
He is learning to cope with my sense of
humour and teasing. I have seen some of
their trainees at work and met a number
of them as they come through the office.

The organisation has a good level of
credibility and is considered one of the
better agencies working with street kids.
There are so many NGOs here that I can’t
get over it – it would be good if a similar
amount of money (and energy) went
into investing in the country, although
apparently this is beginning to happen a
little more.
Whilst staying in the Chaplain’s house
for two weeks, I was able to offer hospitality to various people. It was wonderful
to be able to renew previous friendships
and establish new ones. For the two
Saturdays before leaving Addis, I went
with some women from church to visit
and take out some of the people from
Mother Therese’s home for people who
are developmentally delayed, disabled
physically, have various medical conditions and a few orphans. It is quite an
experience to go into such a crowded,
unattractive place, but the feeling of
community amongst the residents and
the care and concern shown for each
other is very humbling. It is quite an
experience pushing a wheelchair with a
guy in pyjamas up the street to a café
where we have drinks, cake and as much
conversation as our limited Amharic (and
their limited English) allows.

Yesterday I went to the Piassa area
which was an amazing experience – I
have never seen so many jewellers shops
– either silver or gold every second shop
I think – yet alongside that materialism/opulence were people begging
and obviously very poor. It is a constant
reminder to me of what I have and
how fortunate we are in Australia. I am
getting around a little in mini-buses (sort
of a cross between a taxi and a regular
bus) but usually with someone else – still
feeling a little insecure about knowing
where I am going and how to get them to
stop! Addis doesn’t have street names or
street directories – you find your way by
landmarks, which creates some problems
when you don’t know the landmarks. I
can now tell people how to get to Bright
Hope’s office via landmarks though!
Ethiopian food is good and I am enjoying it. I have no problems now remember
remembering to eat injera and wat with my right
hand only (no knives and forks). All eating
places here have a special washing area so
you can wash your hands before and after
the meal.
Flying from Addis the landscape was
quite dry and brown, but as we went
further away (south and west) it became
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very green with forests, mountains and
gorges and green everywhere. As we
approached Juba in Southern Sudan the
terrain flattened out with a few sparse
trees scattered around on dry land. Tukuls
(mud houses) dotted the landscape as well
– particularly as we approached landing.
The weather here is hot and humid.
I must admit that Juba reminds me
somewhat of a NSW country town – but
with fewer vehicles, unsealed roads, no
high rises, no-one obeying the road rules,
and rundown buildings. We enjoyed watching birds darting to and fro and circling us
and geckos and lizards of all colours and
hues running up and down trees.
It appears I should visit every town
and village in the country as well as Parliamentarians and government officials. I am
starting to get a feel for what is happening
(or not) as the area begins the slow process
of re-building and restoration after many
years of war, infrastructure demolition and
trauma for the people.
Those we met have all returned from
the Diaspora – I look forward to meeting
more people who remained in the country
or who fled to neighbouring countries and
have now returned.
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Politics dominates most conversations, especially here in Juba, which is the

capital of Southern Sudan and the seat
of Government – with a Parliament only
one year old and needing a lot of input
about how to run a country, how to be
accountable to the people, the economics
of running a country and dealing with so
many overseas companies and organisations wishing to ‘make a buck’ out of the
country’s resources. One of our conversations tonight centred around the issue of
the Southern Sudanese government being
told by an oil company that the government should pay two thirds of the cost of
building a road which would be mainly
used by the oil company (who you can
bet would be taking the giant’s share of
any profits.) It is a challenge for a fledging nation and people not experienced in
negotiation to deal with these things.
Where to start the day – we have
just finished dinner and spent about half
an hour in conversation with a young
guy from Rumbek who has an amazing
story about the war. He spoke about his
memories of it. He has flashbacks when
he sees a plane at the airport like the ones
which bombed them, or hears truck tyres
making a particular noise which reminds
him of ammunition. He spoke about what
happened to him during the war, how he
managed to get an education despite his
father wanting him to go to the cattle

camp with many other young men. He is
now trying to support his family after the
death of his father. His father practiced
polygamy and had 10 wives. His sisters
have all been married off, but that still
leaves 32 brothers, as well as the mothers
to support. Wow – how does one hear this
and not feel so incredibly blessed?
There is quite a lot of dust as vehicles
churn up and down the dirt roads. There
are few vehicles compared to Addis, which
is choked with traffic. Virtually all vehicles
are white four-wheel drives, many with UN
and similar logos on the site. Alongside
this are the abandoned, rusting wrecks of
trucks, army vehicles and other left to rot
at the side of the road. There are people
walking everywhere and particularly striking are the beautiful slim bodies of the
Dinka women carrying articles on their
heads as they walk along determinedly
with beautiful bright pieces of material
wrapped around them. (I discovered
today how they manage to balance trays,
containers of water, other food items and
large bowls brimming with fresh mangoes
picked from the trees by the Nile, on their
heads. They have a piece of material rolled
into a donut shape into which the base of
the object being carried sits. Zenaib assures
me that even I could carry things on my
head – but I would never be able to look as
wonderful as these lovely women!

Water is an issue here as the Nile is quite
polluted and we have been advised to even
brush our teeth with bottled water. However
many people here don’t have access to clean
water or to water purification machinery.
We watched a group of boys today drinking
water from beside the road.
I have become aware today that the
possibility of HIV/AIDS being introduced
and spread here is very real, as apparently
there are quite a few girls from Kenya
and Uganda who have arrived with HIV/
Aids working as prostitutes due to the
number of men here without their wives
and families.
I realized today just how many of
the tukuls in town are being lived in
by displaced people, and how many
bombed out, abandoned buildings are
living quarters for the many that come
to the city for whatever reason. There is
obviously much poverty here but I have yet
to encounter anyone begging. Even in the
markets I felt totally safe and carried my
handbag freely.
One thing I am impressed with is the
way in which the anti-corruption, exploitation and bribery message is out there. My
friend Mayom tells me that the President
is really against these and is determined
that members of his government will not

be involved in any of these behaviours.
He seems intent on ensuring that the new
Government gets things right and doesn’t
fall into the same problems as some other
African nations.
It is interesting being in this hotel as
many people in government and other
organisations are living here and there
are constantly meetings going on with
Parliamentarians and others who come.
I have met so many VIPs. Interestingly,
the flag of the New Sudan flutters from
most buildings – even the most humble
of tukuls or displaced persons camps – it
is obvious what it means to people here,
and there is a great depth of feeling for
what they fought for and won. We also
hear whatever news is going around, for
example on Saturday there was an explosion in an army barracks in Khartoum
(apparently
unexploded
ammunition
overheated or something similar) and
yesterday an engine in a plane at Juba
airport had a fire in it as it was taxiing out
onto the runway. Rumours abound until
an ‘official’, and usually correct, version is
put into the system.
Our last day in Sudan was quite
busy, interesting and emotionally exhausting. Breakfast was spent chatting with
various policy advisers and Government

officials about the situation in Southern
Sudan, what needs doing, what happens
in Australia and other related topics. One
can only feel a part of the beginning of the
rebuilding of a country – it is very exciting
to see and be a part of it. The afternoon
was spent visiting a number of government
officials. Then off to visit the SecretaryGeneral (returned from Canberra), where
we spent a bit of time chatting about the
situation, the rebuilding and the fear that
war might break out again – there still is
little trust of the Northern Sudanese and
their motivations.
The rains came on our last evening
and day in Juba. What a blessing – the rain
poured down, the dirt turned mud, the
Nile River rose, the frogs were croaking,
the weather cooled down considerably
and everyone rejoiced.
It was sad to leave Southern Sudan.
I kept wondering how different the place
will look in another year (many people kept
telling us how different things are now to
only one year ago). At the airport I met
the widow of John Garang. Many of the
Australian Sudanese came to the airport
for farewells and it was sad to say goodbye
but I trust I will see them again. We have
been constantly asked to return – even if
only for a short time. 
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